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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THEORIES OF
PRODUCTION IN NUCLEON-NUCLEON COLLISIONS I

T.-S. H. Lee
Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60~39, USA

Recent developments in theories of pion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions
are reviewed.

1 Introduction

An important and unsolved problem in intermediate energy physics is the
mechanisms of pion absorption and production on nuclei. This difficulty was
dramatized around 1991 when the data of w + ppr” reaction near threshold
from Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) were found1~2 to be a factor
of about 5 larger than the predictions based on the widely accepted rescattering
model of Koltun and Reitan? Many theoretical works have since been done and
more extensive data have been obtained at IUCF and Uppsala. The purpose
of this contribution is to highlight and assess some of these recent theoretical
works which were extensively discussed and debated at an Institute for Nuclear
Theory (INT)/Argonne workshop held August 12-14, 1998 at Argonne.

It is necessary to first briefly review the theoretical works before discussing
the publication of the IUCF data. The pion absorption and production on
two-nucleon systems were already investigated to some extent in the 1950’s, as
described in an article by GelI-Mann and Watson$ The next major step was
taken by Koltun and Reitan? They introduced the pion rescattering mechanism
to investigate pion productions on two-nucleon systems at low energies. These
earlier theoretical models can describe qualitatively the data with rather large
errors before 1970. However, they have two theoretical problems. First, the
pion-nucleon off-shell dynamics is neglected in the pion rescattering mechanism
despite that the exchanged pion has a rather large momentum q -350 MeV/c.
Second, all of these earlier theories do not satisfy the rrIVN unitarity condition.

These two considerations motivated a lot of works 5 during the period of
1975-1990 to develop the unitary nNN models for giving an unified description
of the following processes:
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All of the mNN models were deduced from effective Iagrangians using vari-
ous approximations. The coupling with the nNN channek required a rather
involved numerical task in solving a set of Fadde’ev-type equations. These
models can describe the main features of the mNN processes listed above.
But none of them had achieved a complete success. In particular, difficulties
were encountered in reproducing many polarization data of NN + xNN and
Zd s pp reactions. AS illustrated in Fig. 1, these two processes are described by

the impulse term (Fig. la), non-resonant pion rescattering term (Fig. lb), and
the A-excitation mechanism (Fig. lc). It was suggested6 that these difficulties
are due to the lack of an accurate description of the rN off-shell dynamics in
the nonresonant pion rescattering mechanism (Fig. lb). It was, however, diffi-
cult to make progress during that time since most of the data before 1990 were
in the enera~ region dominated by the A excitation (Fig. lc). It is necessary
to consider the reactions near the pion production thresholds where the A ex-
citation is suppressed. The experimental advance at IUCF made this possible
in 1991.
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production on a NN pair.

The first theoretical calculation for understanding the IUCF data was done
by using the model of of Koltun and Reitan? This amounts to neglecting the
A excitation mechanism (Fig. lc) and keeping only the rN s-wave terms in
the rescattering mechanism (Fig. lb). No TN off-sheI1 effects are included. It
was found that the theoretical predictions are a factor of about 5 lower than
the experimental values. It was soon realized 7 that this is related to the chiral
limit at which the on-shell iso-singlet XN amplitude approaches zero in the
enereg region near the threshold.
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Earlier attempts to solve this outstanding problem were all very exploratory.
The first attempt was to consider the short-range mechanisms due to the nu-
cleon pair terms, as illustrated in Fig. 2. It was pointed out by Lee and Riska7
that such mechanisms can be derived from the nucleon-nucleon potentials with
no additional parameters. Models based on the exchange of heavy mesons were
constructed by Horowitz, Meyer, and Griege18 and also by Niskanen? An alter-
native solution of the problem was proposed by Hernandez and Oset!O They
pointed out that the s-wave TN off-shell amplitudes calculated from Current
Algebra are rather different from their on-shell values. Both approaches can
account for the data. However there are some uncertainties in the parameters
of the resulting models. The possible theoretical predictions in fact span a
rather broad band around the data.

In the past few years, more theoretical works have been done. The focus
of the INT/Argonne workshop was on these recent theoretical developments.
The d~cussions were mainly on three different approaches. Each approach will
be highlighted and assessed in the following three sections.
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Fig. 2. The N~ pair mechanism.

2 Hamiltonian model

Most of the investigations were carried out within the theoretical framework
defined by the following Hamiltonian

H = HO-1-VNN,NN -t kv,zN+ FNN,ZNN , (1)

where Ho is the free Hamiltonian, VNN,NN is a nuchmn-nucleon potential,
hN,TN describes the N M XN transition, and FNN,ZNN describes the pion
production and absorption on a NN pair. Wlthln the model of Koltun and
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Reitan~ the above tw~body operator FNN,ZNN is defined by the pion rescat-
tering mechanism (Fig.1 b) with its parameters determined by the TN scat-
tering lengths. The approach developed by Hernandez and Oset is to use a
model of the TN off-shell amplitude to calculate this rescattering term. The
approach proposed by Lee and Rkka 7 and Horowitz, ldeyer and Grie:el 8 is
to include the pair terms (Fig. 2) in FNN,XNN. These two approaches were
further investigated in the past few years. The effects due to the r~ and
aoqr meson mixing mechanisms on FNN,XNN were investigated by van Kolck,
Miller, and Risks.ll The effects due to the A and N“(1440) (Fig. lc) were also
investigated by several groups.

t“”””l”...l....l.”i 0.8~
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Fig. 3. Cross sections of np + (pp)150r-.

A fairly complete study of both approaches has been carried out by K.
Tamura}2 His objective is to explore whether the differences betieen two ap
preaches can be distinguished by investigating not only the total cross sections,
but also the differential cross sections and polarization observable. He had
constructed two models. The first one is called the heavy-meson-exchange
(HME) model in which all heavy mesons in the Bonn potential are included
in calculating the pair term shown in Fig. 2. No off-shell dynamics is included
in calculating the pion rescattering term. The second model is called the off-
shell (OSH) model in which the mll off-shell amplitude of Herandez and Oset
is used to calculate the n rescattering term. No short-range interactions due
to the pair mechanism is included. In both models, the effects due to the A
and N* (1440) resonances, illustrated in Fig. lc, are included. He carried out
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calculations for all possible processes w + PZMSo,pnT+, ~+d, and np + PIXT-”
All partial waves up to J = 4 for NN states and up to 1X= 2 for the outgoing

pion are included in the calculations.

I

16’

~’ n’

Fig. 4. Total cross sectio~. Solid curves are the full calculations from the

HME model. The dotted, dashed, and dash-dotted curves are, respectively,
the contributions from the impulse, A, and pair terms.

The first main finding by Tamura is that the amplitude T, with a s-wave
outgoing pion is of the same siem of the rest of the amplitude, T’ = T —T=,
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within both the HME and OSH models. ThM is consistent with the data.
As shown in Fig. 3, when the sign of Ts is changed, the predicted differential
cross sections (dotted curves) for pn ~ (pp) 1.SO+ x- are completely wrong in
comparison with the data at 0 = 180°. HE second interesting result is that the

predictions are sensitive to the rNN and TNA form factors. The data favor a
cutoff A * 0.7 GeV in a monopole parameterization. ThB result is consistent
with the unitary nNN model of Ref. 6.
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Fig. se Cross sectiom and AU for pp ~ rip+. The solid and dashed curves are

from tke HME and OSH models.

Both the HME and OSH models can account for the main features of the
data in all channels, but some discrepancies are significant. Examples of his
results are shown in Fig. 4 for the total cross sections, and in Fig. 5 for the
differential cross sections of w ~ pnm‘. The main difficulty in Tamura’s cal-

culations and other calculations with similar models is that some parameters
associated with short-range mechanisms and the TN off-shell amplitudes are
not known well. Thk must be improved. For example, the new data from Jef-
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ferson Laboratory can perhaps be used to pin down the parameters associated
with the N“ excitation mechanisms (Fig. lc). The short-range interactions
due to the pm and aorpr meson-mix@, as discussed by van Kolck, Miller,
and Rkka/ 1 should also be investigated further.

Within the same Hamiltonian model defined by Eq. (l), a different ap
preach is to calculate the matrix element of the two-body operator FNN,XNN
by using the heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory (HBxPT). This was first
pursued by Park et a/}3 and Cohen et al?4 The calculations have been done
so far are only to leading orders within HB@T. The starting Lagrangian can
schematically be written as

Lch = L(o) + L(l)(c~, C2,C3) , (2)

where parameters c1 = –0.87 & 0.11 GeV-l, C2 = 3.34 + 0.27 GeV-l , and
C3 = –5.52 * 0.22 GeV-l are determined from the nN a-term, nucleon axial
polarizability, and TN s-wave scattering lengths. With this Lagrangian, the
pion rescattering term (Fig. lb) can be calculated. It was stressed by Sato
et af;6 that the calculation should be done in momentum-space in order to
retain all nonlocal effects. The main result from these investigations is that
the pion rescattering term (Fig. lb) with an s-wave outgoing pion is of the
opposite sie~ of the impulse term (Fig. la). Thk is in contradiction with the
HME and OSH models. The predicted total cross sections of pp + ppn” are
below the experimental data, as seen in Fig. 5. From the results of HME
and OSH models, as illustrated in Fig. 3, we expect that the model will fail
in describing the other NN + NNn observable. ThB su~aests that if the
HBxPT is applicable, the higher-order terms must be large and of the opposite
sign of the predicted leading pion rescattering term. ThM is being explored by
Sate, Myhrer, Kubodera and their collaborators}6

At the workshop, the validity of the HBxPT in investigating NN - NNr
was extensively discussed. van Kolck and Miiler are developing a new expan-
sion scheme, while Meissner and hk collaborators have concluded that it is
not a valid approach. It was also well recognized that the Klgher order xPT
calculations will have new low enerb~ constants which can not be determined
by other experiments. It is therefore necessary to introduce phenomenological
procedures. It is common to fix some parameters associated with the higher-
order terms by using the heavy-meson-exchange models. Clearly, much more
work needs to be done withh the contex of HBxPT.

3 Coupled-channels model

The coupled-channels approach was used by N~kanen 9 in his investigations
of NN + NNm, rd reactions. By includlng the A channels, the pion p-
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wave interactions can be naturally accounted for. A more extensive coupled-
channels calculation has recently been carried out by the Juelich group!7 Their
results were reported by C. Hanhart. They first construct the coupled-channels
potentials in the NN @ NA @AA spaceW fittingthe~~ databelowabout
EL = 400 MeV. The A is treated as a stable particle in this calculation for NN
elastic scattering. The resulting wave functions have NA and AA components
which can give the pwave contributions through the A s nN and N e nA
vertex interactions. The s-wave contribution is ca~culated by assuming that
the pion rescattering mechanism (Fig. lb) is determined by the TN off-shell
t-matrix generated from a meson-exchange nN potential. The rNN unitary
is neglected in thk calculation of pion-exchange amplitude.

30
Impulse+ Rescmefing

? I

o~+ I
280 290 310

Em3~eV)
320

Fig. 6. The results from using HBxPT to calculate HNN,XNN of Eq. (l). The
three curves are from using different sets of e given in Ref. 15.

An important feature of the Juelich approach is that all parameters for
defining the pion production mechanisms have been determined in the study
of NN and TN elastic scattering. This is similar to the calculations 6 using
the unitary zNN model. Their results for the pp + pjwr” total cross sections
are only about half of the experimental values. Agreement with the data is
obtained only when a pair term (Fig. 2) with w-exchange is included in the
calculation. They then predict the cross sections and polarization observable
for all processes w + gynr”,prur+, n+d. Their results are similar to Tamura’s
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results in most of the cases. In particular, they agreed on the importance of
the A excitation. This is illustrated in F)g. 7. In general, their results of total
cross sections, differential cross sections are comparable to those of Tamura.
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Fig. 7. Analyzing power Ay. The dashed curves are from calculations with
the A excitations neglected.

From the point of view of the unitary zNN model briefly reviewed in
section 1, the coupled-channels calculations by the Juelich group need to be
improved in two aspects. First, the A width must be included in solving the
coupled-channels equations. Second, the zNN cut must be included in the
calculation of the pion rescattering term. These improvements are expected in
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the near fiture.

4 On-shell model

Two groups have presented results using an approach which evaluates the pro-
duction amplitudes using effective chiral lagrangians and uses only the on-shell
t-matrix (or Watson theorem) to account for the final and initial NN interac-
tions. The unknown low energy constants in the loop calculations are fixed by
the heavy meson exchange model. Both groups only investigate the pp - ppr”
total cross sections. One of the striking results is that the one-loop contribution
calculated by Moslem et af}g within HBxPT is very large, while a negligible
one-loop correction is found in the covariant calculation by Bernard, Kaiser
and Meissner?O Hopefully, the situation can be clarified in the near future by
the HBxPT calculation being carried out by by Sate, Myhrer, Kubodera and
their collaborators.le Another unusual result from the calculation by Moslem et
al.lg is that the NN final state interactions, calculated from their prescription
using on-shell t-matrix, enhance the total cross section by a factor of about 3.
This is in serious contradiction with all of the calculations using realistic NN
potentials. It is well known that the strong short-range repulsion within the
well-developed NN potential models suppresses the s-wave wave fimctions at
short d~tances and hence can reduce the w + ppr” total cross section from its
plan~wave value. The origins of the large enhancement obtained by Moslem
et al. must be investigated in order to make constructive progress.

In the approach taken by Bernard, Kaiser and MeissnerFO the amplitudes
are calculated from covariant Feynman amplitudes up to one-loop. The largest
contribution is found to be due to the w-exchange. Using the Watson theorem
to account for the initial and final NN interactions, they were able to give a
good description of the w + lqnr” total cross sections.

While these on-shell models have achieved good descriptions of the total
cross section data of pp + ppr”, it is important to explore their consequences
in predicting other observable. Furthermore, they must address the question
concerning the validity of the on-shell prescription they use in describing the
initial and final NN interactions.

5 Concluding remarks

The approaches based on the Hamiltonian models and coupled-channels mod-
els are very promising, as demonstrated by the rather extensive calculations
by K. Tamura and the Juelich group. However, significant improvements are
needed.
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In the approach based on xPT, it is important to know more accurately
the one-loop corrections. The cordlicting results from the calculations using
covariant Feynman diagrams and HBxPT must be resolved. The HBxPT
results could be useful in providing more theoretical constraints on the two-
body operator F~~,x~~ of the Hamiltonian model defined in Eq. (l).

The on-shell models need to be checked by their predictions on differential
cross sections and spin observable. Their on-shell prescriptions for treating the
initial and final state interactions must be understood from a more fundamental
point of view.
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